**Day 1**

11.30 – lunch (sandwich/wrap and coffee)

**Moderator Diabetes Plus: Peter Bergsten** (Professor, Uppsala University)

12:00-13:00 Diabetes plus – **Elisabet Rytter** (Manager research and nutrition, Swedish Food Federation) and **Iris Ciba** (Physician and PhD student Uppsala University and Uppsala university hospital)

*Title: Children and the foodscape*

13:00-13:15 Short break

13:00-13:30 Introduction to the days **Per-Ola Carlsson** (Professor Uppsala University, Director of Uppsala Diabetes Centre) and **Jan Eriksson** (Professor Uppsala University, representative from the Kroc board)

**Moderator: Steve McKeever** (Associate Professor, Uppsala University)

13:30-14:00 **Giesje Nefs** (Psychologist and Researcher, Radboudumc, Tilburg University, NL)

*Title: The psychosocial aspects of diabetes – where are we in 2022*

14:00-14:30 **Helle Möllstedt Alvesson** (Senior Research Specialist, Karolinska Institutet, SE)

*Title: It is like grabbing a hotdog on the run – user perceptions of community screening of type 2 diabetes and the problem of communicating diabetes risk*

14:30-15:00 Coffee and mingle

**Moderator: Jan Eriksson** (Professor, Uppsala University)

15:00-15:15 The Kroc prize award – intro of the prize and winner

15:15-16:15 **Kroc prize award lecture – Andrew Hattersley** (Professor at the University of Exeter, UK)

*Title: Precision diabetes – lessons from monogenic diabetes*

16:15 Summary of the first day and introduction to day two by the moderators

16:30-17.30 Mingle at Humanistiska teatern
Day 2

Moderator: Mia Phillipsson (Professor, Uppsala University)

09:00-09:05 Welcome back – day two introduction

09:05-09:35 Pirjo Nuutila (Professor University of Helsinki, FI)
Title: What total body PET imaging can give to metabolic research

09:35-09:55 Åsa Johansson (Associate Professor, Uppsala University, SE)
Title: Causal links between obesity and risk of diabetes

09:55-10:25 Per-Henrik Groop (Professor (Chair) of Internal Medicine, Chief Physician, University of Helsinki and Helsinki University Hospital, FI)
Title: Diabetic nephropathy – an acquired or inherited complication?

10:25-10:55 Coffee and mingle

10:55-11:25 Ingela Lanekoff (Professor of Analytical Chemistry, Uppsala University, SE)
Title: Profiling metabolites of diabetes in tissues and cells

11:25-11:55 Teresa Pereira (Researcher, Docent, Uppsala University, SE)
Title: Preserving pancreatic beta cell function in diabetes: studies with the small molecule PX-478

11:55-12:25 Peter Spégel (Associate Professor, Lund University, SE)
Title: Metabolic remission after gastric bypass surgery

12:25-12:30 Closing remarks of the days – moderated by Mia Phillipsson and Steve McKeever

12:30-13:00 Light lunch to go